From Politics to Law: Modern Jewish Thought and the Invention of Jewish Law
Leora Batnitzky•
A basic and ever present theme of modern legal theory, in both its analytic
(American and British) and continental (European) variations, is the attempt to carve out
a space for the autonomy of law that is immune to the reduction of law to politics, on the
one hand, or to morality, on the other. In analytic jurisprudence, H.L.A. Hart remains,
after more than half a century the seminal figure seeking this foothold just as Hans
Kelsen, also after more than half a century, remains the signal figure in the continental
context. Hart sought to give an account of “the concept of law” while Kelsen attempted
to develop what he called “the pure theory of law.”1 Both of these phrases indicate their
shared endeavor to claim autonomy for the intellectual subject and practical sphere of
law, a task that is of course replicated in the development of modern law schools and
modern legal practice. In this paper I consider a parallel development in modern Jewish
thought to claim autonomy for law. It is in this sense, as the title of my paper suggests,
that I mean to claim that the concept of Jewish law was invented in modern Jewish
thought.
Of course, in calling this an invention I am not denying that there is and
historically was something called Jewish law. Instead, my suggestion is that the modern
concept of Jewish law (halakhah) is particularly modern in its attempt to separate law
from politics. This separation of law from politics and move from politics to law is one
of the defining features of modern philosophical attempts to define a conception of law.
Whether advocating legal positivism (the claim that law and morality are separate
realms), the new natural law theory (the claim that law and morality necessarily overlap),
or something in between, mainstream modern legal theorists, despite their disagreements
with one another, all agree that law constitutes a sphere distinct from politics.2
Yet as Ronald Dworkin has succinctly remarked, “any theory of law, including
positivism, is based on some particular normative theory.”3 The very claim that the
concept of law is independent of political authority and power has political implications.
In the context of modern legal theory, these political implications have to do with
different understandings of the import and limitations of law as the legal realm relates to
liberal democracy. So too, modern Jewish arguments about a distinct sphere of Jewish
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law also tell us much about the political situation and implications of Jewish modernity
for liberal and traditionalist Jews alike. While the concept of law in modern Judaism is
often used to mark the continuity between the Jewish past and the Jewish present, it is
ironically the modern concept of law (again, for both Jewish traditionalist and liberals
alike) that actually demarcates the difference, or discontinuity, between the pre-modern
Jewish past and Jewish modernity.
What is today referred to as “Orthodox Judaism”4 claims that the law is eternal
and not subject to change. While Orthodoxy has historically defined itself against liberal
Judaism, I argue that its concept of law, particularly in the thought of the founder of
German-Jewish Orthodoxy, Samson Raphael Hirsch (1808-1888), is predicated not on a
rejection but on an intensification of the premises of liberal Judaism. For this reason,
much of this paper focuses on Hirsch’s concept of law. In recent years there has been a
growing body of literature on the modernity of modern Orthodoxy, much of which stems
from the seminal work of the eminent historian of the Jews, Jacob Katz (1904-1998).5
Attention has been paid to the modern Orthodox conception of law, but almost
exclusively in the context of debates about the relevance or irrelevance of historiography
for making claims about what Jewish law is. Just as some contemporary legal theorists
have urged that arguments about the concept of law move from narrowly conceived
philosophical debates to broader considerations of political theory, so too I suggest that
arguments about Jewish law should move from what has become a too narrowly
conceived debate about historiography to broader considerations of political theory.
The paper proceeds as follows. Part one briefly surveys the usual story told about
modern Jewish conceptions of law, which, I suggest, wrongly eclipses questions about
politics. In part two, I consider Moses Maimonides’ (1135-1204) political conception of
Jewish law, both because he articulates an important pre-modern theoretical model for
thinking about Jewish law and because Maimonides has been so important for modern
Orthodoxy’s self-identity. Part three examines conceptions of law in modern Jewish
thought to show that modern Orthodoxy’s concept of law, as exemplified by Hirsch, does
not reject but affirms the presuppositions of liberal Judaism. In this context, I draw
parallels between the political implications of Hirsch’s claim that Jewish law is not
political and the political implications of this same claim in some strands of modern legal
theory. Part four turns in more detail to the Orthodox concept of law and particularly to
the notion of Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai (law received by Moses at Sinai), which, I
suggest, in its modern incarnation is subject to the same conceptual weakness as legal
positivism. The point of this analysis is not to undermine the Orthodox concept of law
but to show that it can only be understood within the context of the political framework
of the modern Rechtstaat. In part five, I develop this argument further by showing how
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Orthodoxy, and its concept of law, at least in its classical German form, epitomizes the
very modern (and indeed Protestant) definition of religion as a private sphere, a definition
that also only makes sense within the context of the modern nation state. The conclusion
draws out the beginnings of the implications of this analysis for understanding the
concept of law in ultra-Orthodoxy, which, I contend, ought to be understood as a kind of
post-modern return to politics based on an explicit rejection of the modern attempt to
make the categories of “law” and “religion” autonomous from politics.
Part One: The Usual Story
The dominant story about Judaism and the modern west focuses on different
Jewish interpretations of the meaning of Jewish law in the modern world. On this
standard reading of the history of modern Judaism, “Orthodoxy” is defined as the
movement that recognizes the eternal, unchanging status of Jewish law, while the
“Reform” movement rejects Jewish law in favor of the universal, ethical contribution that
Judaism makes to culture at large. A middle position of sorts, “Conservative” Judaism,
claims to honor the authority of Jewish law while recognizing the necessity of historical
change. All three movements share the claim that theirs is the true, original Judaism:
Orthodoxy because Judaism is defined as law, Reform because Judaism is defined as
ethics and Conservative because Judaism is defined by the dynamic tension between
tradition and change.6
Some scholars have attempted to show parallels between trends in modern legal
theory and Jewish law.7 The Orthodox view that law, or halakhah, is an autonomous
realm whose dynamic structure can only be understood from an internal perspective
seems to share much with some strands of legal positivism and formalism.8 While the
terms “positivism” and “formalism” remain hotly debated in contemporary legal theory,
here and throughout this paper I use the term “positivism” to refer to the claim that law is
autonomous from politics and “formalism” to refer to the added claim that the law is
internally coherent and self-generating.9
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In contrast to what seems to be this positivist or formalist approach of modern
Orthodox Jewish thinkers, it might seem that what Reform Jewish approaches to law and
contemporary natural law positions have in common is the claim that a law is only a law
when it is ethical.10 From the point of view of both Reform Judaism and contemporary
proponents of natural law, an unjust law simply does not have any ethical or legal
status.11 Finally, given Conservative Judaism’s simultaneous emphasis on, to use its
motto, “tradition and change,” the concept of law of Conservative Judaism might seem to
map fairly neatly onto recent arguments about law as an autopoietic system, which view
the legal system as both unified and dynamic.12 In keeping with the theoretical
framework of autopeitic theories of law, the impetus for changes in the law may come
from outside of the legal system, but the legal system maintains its integrity by
responding only on the basis of the legal system’s own history, structure, and
communicative possibilities.13
Orthodox and liberal (which includes Reform and Conservative) views of Jewish
law might seem to fall neatly into the categories of positivist, natural law, or even
autopoietic theories, but it would be a mistake to leave discussion of modern concepts of
Jewish law and legal theory at this. Orthodox and liberal approaches to law are more
alike than they are different. Both approaches, whether the categories of positivism,
natural law, or autopoiesis fit entirely or not, share the supposition that Jewish law is not
political. And it is here that liberal Judaism and Orthodoxy both break with pre-modern
Jewish conceptions of law. While an understanding of modern Jewish concepts of law
should go beyond the labels of contemporary philosophy of law (such as legal positivism
and natural law), a consideration of analogies between modern concepts of Jewish law
and modern legal theory can be useful for appreciating the political uses to which
he is a positivist very problematic. I discuss the latter in note 85 below. The definitions I am using of
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concepts of Jewish law are put precisely when the political dimension of Jewish law is
denied. But before turning to this, it is helpful to consider briefly what Jewish law looks
like in a pre-modern context.
Part Two: Jewish Law before Modernity
Maimonides is the first to present a comprehensive picture of what we might call
a Jewish political theory. To be sure, Maimonides’ framework is one among a number
and it may even be objected that Maimonides exercised little influence on and in fact was
rejected by his contemporaries and many of those who followed them.14 Yet I focus on
Maimonides not just because he offers a theory of law and politics but also because of his
importance for modern Orthodox thinkers who embrace him despite the fact that his view
of law as political is in direct tension with their non-political conception of halakhah.
The political framework of Maimonides’ concept of law is absolutely explicit.15
As he puts it in the Guide of the Perplexed, “The Law as a whole aims at two things: the
welfare of the soul and the welfare of the body. As for the welfare of the soul, it consists
in the multitude’s acquiring correct opinions…As for the welfare of the body, it comes
about by the improvement of their ways of living with one another…This cannot be
achieved in any way by one isolated individual. For an individual can only attain all this
through a political association, it being already known that man is political by nature.”16
For Maimonides, the political nature of law includes the divine law: “although it [the
divine law] is not natural, [it] enters into what is natural”17
The political nature of Maimonides’ conception of law is not only abstract but
practical. We see this clearly from an example in the Mishneh Torah. Strikingly in the
context of some contemporary Orthodox rabbis’ claims that the law simply does not
require a husband to grant his wife a divorce if he does not consent to do so,18
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Maimonides justifies using physical force to get such a husband to “consent” to a
divorce. It is helpful to quote Maimonides at length:
When a man whom the law requires to be compelled to divorce his
wife does not desire to divorce her, the court should have him beaten until
he consents, at which time they should have a get [legal document of
divorce] written. The get is acceptable. This applies at all times and in all
places….
Why is this get not void? For he is compelled…[to divorce]
against his will [and a get must be given voluntarily].
Because the concept of being compelled against one’s will applies
only when speaking about a person who is being compelled and forced to
do something that the Torah does not obligate him to do—e.g., a person
who was beaten until he consented to a sale, or to give a present. If,
however, a person’s evil inclination presses him to negate [the
observance] of a mitzvah [commandment] or to commit a transgression,
and he was beaten until he performed the action he was obliged to perform
or he dissociated himself from the forbidden action, he is not considered to
have been forced against his will. On the contrary, it is he himself who is
forcing [his own conduct to become debased].
With regard to this person who [outwardly] refuses to divorce [his
wife]—he wants to be part of the Jewish people, and he wants to perform
all the mitzvoth and eschew all the transgressions; it only his evil
inclination that presses him. Therefore, when he is beaten until his [evil]
inclination has been weakened, and he consents, he is considered to have
performed the divorce willfully.19
Maimonides offers a theological explanation for his notion of “consent,” which is that a
Jew cannot freely choose not to follow the commandments and could only do so if his
evil inclination forced him. Therefore, when a man consents after being beaten for the
sake of the fulfillment of the commandments his consent is real. Maimonides’
justification that a man “wants” (rotzeh) to be part of the Jewish people is of a piece with
his view that the evil inclination to not follow the commandments is a not a free choice.
For Maimonides it is not a choice for a Jew to be part of the Jewish people just as it is not
a choice for a Jew not to follow the law. Or, put another way, being part of the Jewish
people and following the commandments are choices that admit of only one option.
Maimonides’ justification of coercion is not merely instrumental, just as his view of
politics is not instrumental. Both are at the core fundamentally pedagogical because they
are in the service of furthering a life devoted to goodness and truth.20
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It is important to note that Maimonides’ theoretical account of the political
dimension of Jewish law is historically accurate. Far from having no political power,
pre-modern Jewish communities were governed in large part by Jewish law which was
interpreted and applied by Jewish religious leaders who exercised political authority and
power despite but also because of their complicated relation to external political
authorities.21 While the extent of the rabbis’ political power in the rabbinic period
remains historically ambiguous, what cannot be doubted is that the rabbis claimed
political authority for themselves.22 So too, it cannot be doubted that Jewish leaders
increasingly exercised a significant amount of political power over the members of their
communities. The modern era reflects the stripping away of Jewish political authority
and power from the point of view of the Jewish collectivity.23 The concept of law in
modern Jewish thought expresses this modern movement away from politics to an
apolitical conception of law.
Before turning to modern Jewish conceptions of law, it is important to say
something about terminology. Throughout the Guide, and in the quotations mentioned
above, instead of the term halakhah, Maimonides uses the term Torah to refer to the law
and when he refers to what is translated as the “divine law” he uses the term “Torat
Moshe Rabbeinu” (the Torah of Moses our teacher) and not the term Hirsch would come
to use, Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai.24 In the original Arabic, Maimonides uses the term
“sharia,” as opposed to “fiqh,” the former corresponding to Torah, the latter to
halakhah.25 So too, Maimonides does not use the term “halakhah” as a free-standing
category; instead, in the Mishneh Torah, written originally in Hebrew, he uses the term
“hilkhot,” meaning laws of, as in, as we saw above, “laws of divorce.” Law (as
halakhah) then for Maimonides is not an autonomous category but rather a subcategory
of the larger category of the political (as Torah). We turn now to consider modern
Jewish justifications of Jewish law which, despite their ideological, temporal, and
21
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geographical distances from one another, all share the twin claims that Jewish law is both
an autonomous category and fundamentally apolitical.
Part Three: The Concept of Law in Modern Jewish Thought
As with many other issues, to understand the concept of law in modern Judaism it
is necessary to turn to the famous Jewish heretic Benedict de Spinoza (1632-1677). As is
well-known, Spinoza was excommunicated from the Amsterdam Jewish community in
1656. The fact of his excommunication testifies to the political power of the pre-modern
Jewish community as described in the previous section of this paper, while his ability to
live an independent life free of any religious community anticipates Jewish modernity in
which the Jewish community does not exercise political power over individual Jews.
Even more important for our purposes, however, the contours of Spinoza’s view of
Jewish law, even if (intentionally) historically inaccurate, set the parameters for
philosophical discussion of Jewish law in the modern period. Spinoza famously
contended that the laws of the Hebrews are pertinent only in the context of their original,
political meaning: “ceremonial observances…formed no part of the Divine law, and had
nothing to do with blessedness and virtue, but had reference only to the elections of the
Hebrews, that is…to their temporal bodily happiness and the tranquility of their kingdom,
and…therefore they were only valid while that kingdom last.”26 Because the ceremonial
law no longer corresponds to a political kingdom, Spinoza’s argument concludes that
Jewish law is not the divine law and that post-biblical Jewish law is meaningless.
As Spinoza knew full well, and as his excommunication shows, Jewish law did
not disappear in the post-biblical period. In fact, what we call “Judaism” and “Jewish
law” today developed post-biblically. Yet however one reads Spinoza (an enormous
subject and industry in and of itself), he is right that it is hard to understand what Jewish,
or any, law is outside of a political context. The fact that we don’t necessarily find it
strange to think about law apart from political arrangements shows, I think, how
internalized the concept of a non-political law has become in discussions of both modern
legal theory and modern Judaism. When Spinoza wrote, the Jewish community still had
political power over its members. The fact that Spinoza could live apart from this
community without converting to Christianity also reflected the beginnings of the twin
developments of Jewish modernity: the simultaneous development of the modern nation
state and the disintegration of Jewish communal power.
Beginning with Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786), German-Jewish philosophers
accepted Spinoza’s framework for thinking about politics and Jewish law even when they
attempted to reject his conclusions. Mendelssohn followed Spinoza in maintaining that
the ceremonial law makes no claims on contemporary politics but he denied, against
Spinoza, that the meaning of the Jewish ceremonial law was political. Mendelssohn
claimed in Jerusalem: or on Religious Power and Judaism that “Judaism knows of no
26
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revealed religion in the sense in which Christians understand this term. The Israelites
possess a divine legislation—laws, commandments, ordinances, rules of life, instruction
in the will of God as to how they should conduct themselves in order to attain temporal
and eternal felicity.”27 On the one hand, according to Mendelssohn, Judaism is not a
religion because Judaism demands action, not belief (this is where it differs from
Christianity). But on the other hand, Mendelssohn defines Jewish law in completely
apolitical terms, which he contrasts to the laws of the state. As he puts it: “[Judaism] as
religion, knows of no punishment, no other penalty than the one the remorseful sinner
voluntarily imposes on himself. It knows of no coercion, uses only the staff [called]
gentleness, and affects only mind and heart.”28
Like Spinoza, Mendelssohn knew that his description of Jewish law was not
historically or even, as we saw in the case of Maimonides, theologically accurate. Unlike
Spinoza, Mendelssohn was dedicated to preserving the vitality of Judaism for modern
Jews. While Jews did not yet possess civil rights when Mendelssohn wrote, he
anticipated the need to justify the continued survival of Jewish law to both non-Jews
(who demanded that the Jewish people not constitute a nation within a nation) and Jews
(who would not be compelled politically to follow Jewish law) when individual Jews
would possess political rights. What is remarkable about Mendelssohn’s description of
the voluntary nature of Jewish law is not that those who reformed Judaism in accord with
modernity agreed with it, but that this argument was used as the basis for what became
Orthodox Judaism.
It is not surprising that a century after Mendelssohn wrote and after Jews had been
granted some though not all civil rights, Abraham Geiger (1810-1874), the Reform
Movement’s spiritual founding father, would claim that the study of Judaism can only be
a history of “spiritual achievements” because “it is precisely to its independence from
political status that Judaism owes its survival.” Geiger’s notion of the spiritual
achievement of Judaism went hand in hand with his attempt to rid the Judaism of his day
of any notion of collective politics or messianic hope and to affirm what Geiger called
“the free spirit of the Reformation” to which the German nation had given birth.
Judaism’s essence, according to Geiger, is its “religious-universal element.”29 Aspects of
the Jewish tradition not conforming to this universal essence were, Geiger maintained,
the product of external historical circumstances and could and should be discarded. And
chief among these products of historical circumstance was Jewish law.
27
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The traditionalists who responded to Geiger and the Reformers laid the
foundations for what we call today Orthodoxy. What is striking about the Orthodox
response to Reform in Germany is that they made their claim for the endurance of Jewish
law for Jews on the basis of a deepening of Mendelssohn’s basic premise: that Judaism
and in particular Jewish law was by definition not political. The concept of law put
forward by the Orthodox was their core response to Reform, both theologically and, as
we will see, politically.
Like their liberal counterparts, the Orthodox also argued that Jewish law was not
political and they also did so for particular and perhaps surprising political purposes. As
Jacob Katz has shown, the political predicament for Jewish traditionalists was stark: “the
observance of the Jewish tradition could and would be enforced by the organs of the
Jewish community. The authority to do so was conferred on the Jewish community by
the state, and constituted a part of communal autonomy. There was also a measure of
control over the ideas….The post-traditional Jewish community was denied the right to
impose its will concerning thought and action on the individual.”30 Hirsch recognized
and accepted the grave implications of emancipation for Jewish communal authority. As
Ismar Schorsch has noted, Hirsch quickly “dropped all demands for judicial autonomy
and continuance of Jewish civil law.”31 Moreover, there were no courses on Jewish civil
law included in the curriculum at the Berlin Orthodox Seminary which was founded in
1873.
Hirsch’s theological and political response to this political crisis was as creative
as it was ingenious. Drawing on the very modern concepts that usurped traditional
Jewish identity and authority, Hirsch agreed with Mendelssohn in arguing that the Jewish
religion is not coercive but concerns only heart and mind. In making this claim, however,
Mendelssohn had recognized that historically the Jewish community had used coercion
but, he contended, this betrayed the true meaning not only of Judaism but also of the
religion more broadly defined.32 This argument in fact was part and parcel of
Mendelssohn’s effort to reform the traditional Jewish community. In an attempt to
maintain the traditional community, Hirsch went further than Mendelssohn, claiming not
only that coercion had never existed within the Jewish community but that the traditional
community only existed by virtue of “those loyal to the divine law and the obligation to
belong and to support the local congregation.”33 It was this “unity of religious outlook”
and not political life that, Hirsch contended, linked Jewish communal life throughout the
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ages.34 Hirsch welcomed the separation between church and state in which the traditional
Jewish community’s “timeless principles...will move and guide the genuine Jew, without
compulsion…in every fiber of his heart and every stirring of his will.”35 Based on this
argument, Hirsch petitioned for a Prussian Bill that was eventually passed in 1876 which
allowed the Orthodox to establish a separate community by seceding from the Jewish
community recognized by the state.36
The separatism that Hirsch advocated in the name of a non-political Jewish law
was not one from society at large but from non-Orthodox Jews. In fact, Hirsch reiterated
Geiger’s claim that Judaism concerned spiritual and not political matters in his
affirmation of Orthodox Judaism’s relation to civil society: “It is certainly possible for us
to attach ourselves to the State, wherever we may find ourselves, without harm to the
spirit of Judaism. After all, our former independent statehood did not represent the
essence or the purpose of Israel’s national existence but merely a means to the fulfillment
of its spiritual task….It is precisely the purely spiritual nature of Israel’s nationhood that
makes it possible for Jews everywhere to tie themselves fully to the various states in
which they live…”37 Hirsch maintained that Orthodox Judaism could not only tolerate
but ought to embrace the non-Jewish State: “outward obedience to the laws [of the State]
must be joined by an inner obedience, i.e. to be loyal to the State with heart and mind.”38
What couldn’t be tolerated was non-Orthodox Jews. Hirsch never denied that nonOrthodox Jews were Jewish. But, as will be discussed further below, he distinguished
between being Jewish and “the genuine Jew” who belonged to the true Jewish
congregation.39
Chief among those from whom Hirsch wished to separate himself was Heinrich
Graetz (1817-1891). Their relationship is telling in that Graetz initially considered
himself a follower of Hirsch and a sharp critic of Geiger. The young Graetz was moved
by Hirsch’s critique of the Reform tendency to lop off pieces of Jewish life in order to
preserve a narrow sphere that they then called “religion.”40 Graetz actually went further
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than Hirsch in rejecting the notion that Judaism is a religion. For Hirsch, “Judaism is not
a religion, the synagogue is not a church, and the Rabbi is not a priest. Judaism is not a
mere adjunct to life: it comprises all of life. To be a Jew is not a mere part, it is the sum
total of our task in life.”41 Nevertheless, as we have seen, Hirsch, like Geiger and
Mendelssohn before him, denied that Judaism, and Jewish law, was in anyway political.
In contrast, Graetz argued not only that Judaism is not a religion but that Judaism is
political:
Judaism is not a religion of the individual but of the community. That
actually means that Judaism, in the strict sense of the word, is not even a
religion—if one understands thereby the relationship of man to his creator
and his hopes for his earthly existence—but rather a constitution for a
body politic.42
It is certainly true that Graetz earned Hirsch’s ire by using the Reformers’ own historical
method to argue for the whole of Jewish life. But Graetz’s description of Judaism as a
body politic, which he believed was the proper historical and theological implication of
Hirsch’s position, was equally threatening to Hirsch’s Orthodoxy because, as Hirsch
recognized, the Jewish community and its leaders, such as Hirsch, simply no longer had
political authority because the state no longer gave it to them.
Somewhat counter-intuitively, in order to gain a new kind of authority in an age
in which the rabbinic establishment had lost its political authority, Hirsch’s Orthodox
theology centered on the claim that Jewish law was not political. Yet this strategy makes
sense given Hirsch’s political constraints and it also makes sense by considering the
formally parallel, though substantively different, political uses made by modern liberal
arguments that law in a liberal democracy is not political. Legal positivists argue that law
constitutes a separate and autonomous realm apart from both morality and politics
because they believe that law should “provide a settled public and dependable set of
standards for private and official conduct, standards whose force cannot be called into
question by some individual official’s conception of policy or morality.”43 Just as legal
positivists seek to preserve the sphere of law from the twin threats of power relations and
what they consider ultimately subjective notions of morality, so too modern Jewish
Orthodoxy inspired by Hirsch seeks to preserve the autonomy of Jewish law from the
political authority of the modern nation state and from the claims of Jewish Reformers
that for moral reasons Jewish law ought to change with the times. We turn now to
consider in more detail the way in which Hirsch’s Jewish theological claim that Jewish
law’s autonomy from politics plays itself out in his claim for the internal coherence of the
law.
41
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Part Four: Orthodoxy and the Autonomy of Law
Hirsch’s conception of Jewish law is summed up in his assertion that “The
beginning of the Revelation of the law at Sinai is the guarantee of the completeness of the
law through Moses…. for the law, both written and oral, was closed with Moses at
Sinai.”44 The “written law” refers to the Hebrew Bible. The “oral law” refers to the
Talmud (even though the Talmud is written down) but also to any commentary on the
Bible, legal or otherwise. Hirsch’s statement means that the Bible and the Talmud as
well as any commentary were given at once and not subject to historical change. This
also means, as we will see below, that there is an internal coherence between the written
and oral law.
Before considering the content of Hirsch’s conception of law in more detail, it is
necessary to return again to terminology. Hirsch follows Mendelssohn in translating the
term “Torah,” a very broad concept that includes not only the five books of Moses but
any and all Jewish teachings as well as human knowledge more generally, into the more
limited concept of “Law” (Gesetz).45 The Hebrew terms for what are translated as
“written law” and “oral law” are “Torah she-bi’khtav” and “Torah she-be’al peh,” and
not “halakhah,” from Moses or otherwise. In the above quotation, Hirsch consistently
uses the term “Gesetz” to translate these terms.46 Elsewhere in this same text, Hirsch
does use the term “Torah,” but in reference to general principles and not when referring
to law.47 Despite his arguments against “religion,” Hirsch is closer to Mendelssohn than
he is to Maimonides in understanding law in religious, in fundamental distinction to
political, terms.48
Significantly, describing the ideals of “genuine” Judaism, Hirsch uses the phrase
“Gesetz und Wahrheit,” in which law substitutes for Torah.49 The conjunction between
“law” and “truth” also follows Mendelssohn in separating law from truth. As
Mendelssohn had argued in Jerusalem, Judaism consists of divine legislation that does
not contradict but complements eternal truth. For Mendelssohn, it is a category error to
44
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worry about whether Judaism, as divine legislation, contradicts truth because Judaism
concerns action, while truth concerns knowledge. Needless to say, this distinction is in
tension with any classical conception of “Torah,” which encompasses action, political
and legal, and truth, scientific and otherwise.
In narrowing Torah to law, Hirsch came up with a novel term that became
important for German Orthodoxy: “gesetzestreues Judentum” (something like “faithful to
the law Judaism”), which corresponded to his view of the loyalty to the law that he
claimed constituted the traditional Jewish community as well as to his conception of all
law (written and oral) coming from Moses at Sinai (Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai).50 The
history of this term is beyond the scope of this paper.51 But it is important to appreciate
two basic points. First, the term Halakah le-Moshe mi-Sinai is not always associated
with the oral law. For instance, Maimonides differentiated between the oral Torah and
Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai, claiming that the oral Torah was everything passed down
from tradition while Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai referred only to the small portion of
laws for which there was no apparent rational explanation.52 Second, without delving
into this history, we need only note that in the pre-modern period, even rabbinic sages
who disagree bitterly with one another as to the scope of Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai, all
agree most basically that the rabbis are active mediators in deriving the law.53 Hirsch’s
conception of Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai denies precisely any such mediation. For
50
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Hirsch, the oral law is not a supplement to the written law and the law does not develop
historically. Instead, the entire law originates at Sinai. The rabbis did not and do not
play an active role in deciding the law but only find the oral tradition’s scriptural
sources.54 Hirsch even goes so far as to claim that within rabbinic literature there are no
substantive differences of opinion on what the law is.55
Herein we find the basic conceptual commonality between Hirsch’s concept of
law and formalism: both insist that law is a self-generating, internally coherent,
autonomous system. In his commentary on Exodus 21:1-24:18, the weekly portion that
contains the first body of civil legislation in the Hebrew Bible, Hirsch offers an analogy
for understanding the relation between the written and oral law:
The Written Law is to the Oral Law in the relation of short notes on a full
and extensive lecture on any scientific subject. For the student who has
heard the whole lecture, short notes are quite sufficient to bring back
afresh to his mind at any time the whole subject of the lecture. For him, a
word, an added mark of interrogation, or exclamation, a dot, the
underlining of a word etc., is often quite sufficient to recall to this mind a
whole series of thoughts, a remark etc. For those who had not heard the
lecture from the Master, such notes would be completely useless. If they
were to try to reconstruct the scientific contents of the lecture literally
from such notes they would of necessity make many errors. Words,
marks, etc., which serve those scholars who had heard the lecture as
instructive guiding stars to the wisdom that had been taught and learnt,
stare at the uninitiated as unmeaning sphinxes.56
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This analogy suggesting that the written law is shorthand for the oral law explains how
rabbinic law does not differ from but is internally consistent with biblical law. In the
weekly portion to which this is the preface, Hirsch seeks to explain among other things
how rabbinic tort law is not a break with the Bible but the true meaning of “an eye for an
eye” (Exodus 21:24). Hirsch is especially at pains to distance Judaism from the laws of
slavery with which this portion begins, claiming that freedom in the law, and not slavery,
is the meaning of these laws.
Hirsch’s concept of law bears a remarkable similarity to Ernst Weinrib’s
affirmative statement that “In the formalist conception, law has a content that is not
imported from without, but elaborated from within….Legal creativity here is essentially
cognitive, and it is most naturally expressed in adjudication conceived more as the
discovery than as the making of law.”57 Hirsch’s denial of rabbinic mediation and indeed
of rabbinic interpretation in making the law (his claim that the law is discovered and not
created) goes hand in hand with his apolitical conception of the law. If the rabbis were
active mediators in deciding the law then they would be making political judgments.
Drawing on traditional sources, the Reformers, and Geiger particularly, made precisely
this argument in order to claim that contemporary Jews could also make such judgments
in nullifying the law in light of new historical circumstances.58
While most of the discussion of the Orthodox concept of law continues to focus
on the Orthodox denial that Jewish law is subject to historical change, I have tried to
show that both in his view of what constitutes the Jewish community (individual loyalty
to the law) and in his hermeneutical view of law (“the completeness of the law through
Moses”), Hirsch’s conception of law is more broadly predicated on a definition of law as
an autonomous category (Gesetz), separate first and foremost from politics. This
separation of course is one of the central themes of modern legal theory, and of
positivism (whether formalist or not) most generally.
The parallelism between Hirsch’s concept of law and legal positivism is due to
the fact that both are premised on an implicit endorsement of the modern Rechtstaat.
Indeed, Hirsch’s claim that Jewish law is not political is susceptible to the exact same
conceptual weaknesses as legal positivism, which is always in danger of being
57
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undermined by the very two forces it seeks to keep at bay: morality and political power.
In the Anglo-American context, Ronald Dworkin has clearly articulated the moral
dilemma posed to legal positivism in simply pointing out that in penumbral or “hard”
cases judges must decide the case by turning to principles already in inherent in the law.59
In the continental European context, intellectual followers of Carl Schmitt have continued
to point out the political problem with Dworkin’s approach because if there is no
consensus about principles in hard cases, then what the law is will depend upon a
political decision.60 This of course is just an extension of Schmitt’s claim that positivism
“solved the problem of sovereignty by negating it”61 and hence didn’t and can’t account
for political decision at all. In both the moral and the political cases, law can’t be
understood, as positivists claim, as justifying itself because law always depends on extralegal criteria, be they moral or political.
Jewish Reformers and their critics such as Graetz tried in different ways to make
the moral case against the emerging Orthodox concept of law on the extra-legal ground of
historical analysis.62 But more telling perhaps is the internal problem that resulted from
Hirsch’s non-political concept of Jewish law. Again, the political implication of Hirsch’s
denial that Jewish law is political was that Jews who did not follow the law were not part
of the genuine Jewish congregation. The concrete result of this position played itself out
perhaps most poignantly when Hirsch refused in 1872 to join Graetz in establishing an
orphanage in Palestine for Jewish children who were susceptible to being converted to
Christianity because, in Hirsch’s words, “the idea to establish an orphanage in Israel both
to rescue the orphans from the hands of the missionaries and to raise the level of culture
is the idea of Graetz.”63 Hirsch once more distinguishes between being Jewish and being
a member of the genuine Jewish congregation. Refusing to join with Graetz was
consistent with Hirsch’s general policy that the Orthodox should not cooperate with the
non-Orthodox. But in this case Hirsch went so far as to indicate that he preferred that
Jewish orphans be converted to Christianity than that cooperation with the non-Orthodox
would take place.
Ironically, as some of Hirsch’s Orthodox contemporaries pointed out in
connection with his refusal to join Graetz’s effort, the rejection of non-Orthodox Jews as
part of the genuine Jewish congregation in the name of the eternal veracity of Jewish law
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is in tension with Jewish law.64 From a halakhic perspective of course a Jew is born a
Jew and is part of the congregation of Israel regardless of whether he follows the law or
not. In this sense, Jewish law is founded on an extra-legal political moment, which is the
event of God’s giving the law to the people of Israel and demanding their adherence to it,
regardless of their consent to follow the law. The implication of God’s imposition of
Jewish law for human freedom is of course a perennial question of Jewish theology but
Hirsch’s traditionalist critics recognized the theological problem that arises from the
claim that loyalty to the law is the defining feature of the law. At the same time, Hirsch’s
denial of the political dimension of Jewish law which results in his construction of Jewish
law as a matter of individual consent, or loyalty, would seem to lead right into the
argument of the Reformers that Jewish law ought to accommodate itself to modern times
because Jews are now modern individuals.
We have seen then that Hirsch’s concept of halakhah is vulnerable to criticism
from the perspectives of both political power and morality, just as legal positivism is.
The aim of this analysis is not to argue about the coherence of legal or the Orthodox
conception of halakhah but to ask what political purpose this concept of law services.
Here I am in complete agreement with Liam Murphy when he suggests that “We must
approach the traditional question about the concept of law as a practical aspect of
political theory.”65 I have suggested throughout this section that Hirsch’s conception of
Jewish law must be understood as part of a broader political theory that implicitly accepts
the modern Rechtstaat.66 As I will argue in the next section, one of the implications of
this embrace is an acceptance of a particularly modern conception of religion that goes
hand in hand with modern western legal orders. This is also obviously the case for
different forms of liberal Judaism but, again, I attempt to show that Hirsch’s conception
of Jewish law is built not upon a rejection of the premises of liberal Judaism, as the
standard story would suggest, but upon an intensification of these premises.
Part Five: From Politics to Law to Religion
I have argued in this paper that in modern Jewish thought there is a movement
from politics to law. But this movement from politics to law is equally a movement from
politics to religion in which law, formerly a political concept, becomes a religious one.
The concept of religion as a sphere separate from politics is a modern construct just as the
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concept of law as an autonomous realm is a modern construct.67 Modern concepts of law
and religion are born together.
I have tried to show some conceptual parallels between the modern Orthodox
notion of law and legal positivism in order to suggest that just as contemporary
positivists’ claim that law is not political has political implications so too do modern
Orthodox claims that law is not political. The political implication of this argument is
both an implicit endorsement of a modern political order that separates church from state
but also an argument for Jewish sectarianism that turns Judaism into a religion based not
on political identity but on personal conviction. Here an historical comparison is helpful
for appreciating the distinctly modern nature of this Orthodox argument. The destruction
of the second temple in 70 C.E. brought with it political and theological challenges to the
definition of Judaism on par with the advent of the modern nation state. Yet it is in that
period that sectarianism was rejected. As Martha Himmelfarb has recently argued:
the decline of the significance of priestly ancestry among Jews was
followed by the widespread and thorough embrace of a definition of the
Jewish people based on ancestry. This definition served as an implicit
rejection of sectarian definitions restricting membership to the worthy
alone….The most important cause of the whole-hearted embrace of
ancestry…was the rise of Christianity. As Christians claimed to have
taken the place of the old Israel, some rejected the language of ethnicity
altogether…while others claimed that they constituted a new people
defined not by genealogy but by merit. Against these claims, Jews
insisted—as much to themselves as to Christians—on the continued
viability of the old Israel and the guarantee of redemption inherent in the
descent from Abraham.68
In contrast to the classical rabbinic model, we have seen that modern Orthodoxy is
defined precisely by sectarianism which means “restricting membership to the worthy
alone.” If the classical rabbis sought, as Himmelfarb convincingly argues, to differentiate
Judaism from Christianity by emphasizing ancestry over merit, Hirsch made Judaism
more like the Christianity of his times which, in connection with the advent of the
modern nation state, was relegating itself to private, confessional status. To be sure, this
is a surprising conclusion simply because Orthodoxy presents itself as Orthodox, i.e. as
67
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continuity and not rupture. Yet the historical irony is that Hirsch’s Orthodoxy is not only
modern but, in a certain sense, the most modern of modern Judaisms in its molding of
itself as a religion on the German Protestant model.
To appreciate this point, we must return to Maimonides one last time.
Throughout this paper I have contrasted modern Jewish thinking about law as nonpolitical with Maimonides’ explicitly political conception of law. I have done so not only
because Maimonides offers a theoretical framework for considering modern Jewish
concepts of law but also because Maimonides has been such an important figure for
modern Jewish thought, liberal and Orthodox alike. This should be surprising for two
reasons. First because Maimonides’ views were considered heretical by many of his
contemporaries as well as those who followed him and second because of his explicitly
political framework which is precisely what modern liberal and Orthodox Jewish thinkers
want to deny.
No doubt there are a number of reasons for Maimonides’ modern popularity. Yet
there also seems to be a simple if counterintuitive reason why Maimonides has been so
important in the modern period especially for Orthodox Jews. The reason for the appeal
of Maimonides is the same reason he was so problematic historically for traditional Jews,
which is his dogmatic expression of Jewish theological belief.69 We need not consider in
any detail Maimonides’ thirteen principles of belief (which include among other things
belief in God’s unity, non-corporeality, and eternity). Marc Shapiro has recently shown
both the pervasive embrace of Maimonides’ thirteen principles in modern Orthodoxy and
that many, if not most, of pre-modern Jewish sources actually reject these principles.70
Again, it is not surprising that modern proponents of liberal Judaism might find the
theological element of Maimonides attractive because they explicitly embrace a view of
Judaism as a modern religion.71 But again, as in the case of the definition of law, modern
Orthodoxy’s affirmation of the theological dimension of Maimonides and disregard for
the explicitly political dimension of his thought is not a rejection but a heightening of the
premises of liberal Judaism.
Hirsch actually draws on Maimonides in support of his arguments for secession.
In his use of Maimonides we see the movement from politics to law to religion. Hirsch
focuses on the theological dimension of Maimonides’ discussion of heresy while
subverting the political dimension of this discussion. In a manner reminiscent of the
Christian distinction between hating the sin but loving the sinner,72 Hirsch continually
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returns to a distinction between “heresy and skepticism” [minut ve-apikorsut] and
“heretics and skeptics” [minim ve-apikorsim], acknowledging that he is “deliberately
using terms to describe the system [minut ve-apikorsut] rather than individuals [minim
ve-apikorsim] who adhere to it.”73 This is because “Nowadays we no longer have minim
and apikorsim as defined in our legal codes…[but] present-day fellow Jews who
subscribe to minut and apikorsut in practice.” Hirsch draws on Maimonides (Hilkhot
Mamrim 3:3) to argue that “it is worthwhile to bring those [heretics] back in penitence
and attract them through words of peace until they return firmly to the Torah.” As if to
bring home the point that voluntary belief, as opposed to ancestry, defines
“gesetzestreues Judentum,” Hirsch justifies his distinction between heresy and heretics by
implying that the relation between Orthodox Jews and non-Orthodox Jews is not any
different than the relation between Jews and non-Jews: “even the most stringently
observant Jew is free to maintain contacts and friendly relations with individuals adhering
to the most diverse assortment of religious persuasions—Christians, Moslems,
heathens…”74
Just as Hirsch denies that coercive measures were ever part of Jewish law by
claiming that the traditional congregation was founded on individual consent so too he
emphasizes that membership in the Jewish congregation is predicated on voluntary belief.
In contrast, and as we saw before, for Maimonides there is not a contradiction between
consent (i.e. voluntary belief) and coercion. In fact, sometimes the former requires the
later. Just as Hirsch distinguishes between being a member of the congregation
(adherence to “gesetzestreues Judentum”) and being a Jew, so too he distinguishes
between heresy as belief and the political dimension of heresy in identifying someone as
a heretic. Neither of these distinctions makes sense from a Maimonidean point of view or
for that matter, as Himmelfarb shows, from a classical rabbinic point of view. Hirsch has
moved from politics to law to religion in suggesting that law is, as the term
“gesetzestreues Judentum” implies, primarily a matter of faith and not political
allegiance. Or, put another way, the political allegiance required by law is closer to
religious conviction than it is to any conception of political power.
In form, Hirsch’s conception of Jewish law bears a striking similarity to Ronald
Dworkin’s view that law as a domain distinct from politics requires a certain attitude,
which Dworkin aptly calls “protestant”: “Law’s empire is defined by attitude, not
territory or power or process…. It is a protestant attitude that makes each citizen
responsible for imagining what his society’s public commitments to principle are and
what these commitments require in new circumstances.”75 One could conclude that this
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similarity is the result of Hirsch and Dworkin independently arriving at the true concept
of law. But this is the sort of conclusion and analysis that, in my view, should be
resisted. Concepts of law reflect particular political (as well as historical and cultural)
arrangements. If there is a formal similarity between Hirsch and Dworkin suggesting that
law requires, or perhaps truly is, a kind of religious attitude, this is because, despite their
very significant differences, both their conceptions of law reflect what Leo Strauss called
the theological-predicament of modernity, in which “the bond of society is universal
human morality, whereas religion (positive religion) is a private affair.”76 As modern
conceptions of law and religion are both defined in contradistinction to politics, it should
not be surprising that these constructs flow into one another.
Conclusion: From Law Back to Politics
In an important article, Ze’ev Falk argues that modern Orthodoxy is both “premodern and post-modern.” He makes this argument on the basis of Orthodoxy’s
“perception of religion, history and the humanities” that has “remained unaware of
modern scholarship. Hence, it closes its eyes vis-a vis biblical and other historical
criticism of Judaism and opposes any reform of Jewish law.”77 I have argued in this
paper to the contrary: that the Orthodox conception of law is neither pre-modern nor postmodern but in fact very modern. Of course, Falk, along with many others, is not
incorrect to locate the disagreement between Orthodoxy and non-Orthodoxy in terms of
their acceptance or rejection of modern historical methods. Yet this focus on
historiography misses, in my view, the larger issue, which is that arguments about law are
arguments about politics, even when, or perhaps especially when, the claim is that law is
not political.78 We have seen that Hirsch’s claims about Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai as
an autonomous self-generating realm leaves room for secular politics and also for a kind
of religious pluralism, despite Hirsch’s disdain for non-Orthodox Jews. In the same way,
positivist arguments about law as an autonomous self-generating realm leave room for
politics and morality. Hirsch, like contemporary legal positivists, moves from politics to
law in order to allow law and politics to exist side by side. Ultra-Orthodoxy is the
rejection of a distinction between politics and law and of the authority of the modern
nation state. Contra Falk, it is not Orthodoxy but ultra-Orthodoxy that is both premodern and post-modern.
To appreciate this point, I conclude by considering very briefly the concept of law
of Hirsch’s grandson, Isaac Breuer (1883-1946), one of the founders of Agudat Yisrael,
which today is an ultra-Orthodox Israeli political party advocating for state enforcement
of religious laws. Though there are undeniable and important links, I do not mean to
equate Breuer’s early twentieth-century concept of law with Agudat Yisrael today. So
too, while a consideration of Breuer’s concept of law in relation to pre-modern Jewish
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sources is beyond the scope of this present paper, it is fair to say that historically
conceived his view of law is as much of modern innovation as Hirsch’s view of law is.79
Nevertheless, a brief discussion of Breuer allows us to see that one of the advantages of
considering modern Jewish concepts of law from the perspective of political theory is
that this focus helps to make sense not just of the common ground between liberal
Judaism and modern Orthodoxy but also of the intimate relation between ultra-Orthodox
conceptions of law and their rejection of liberal democracy.
While Hirsch’s historical moment required a response to liberal Judaism, the
internal Jewish challenge Breuer encountered was the rise of political Zionism. Just as
Hirsch’s conception of Halakhah le-Moshe mi-Sinai is based on a deepening of the
premises of liberal Judaism, so too Breuer’s concept of law is based on a heightening of
the premises of political Zionism. Breuer called himself a national Jew and outlined a
program that “demands the preparation [Bereitstellung/hakhshara] of God's nation and
God's land for their reunification in a Gottesstaat ruled by God's rights.”80 He did not
turn away from Hirsch’s Orthodoxy but believed that he was “activating” Hirsch’s
principles which had developed in an era of passivity.81 Among other things this meant
that Breuer came to believe that a fully Jewish life was not possible in Germany where
Judaism had been relegated to a religion. He eventually immigrated to Palestine in 1936.
There Breuer also abandoned the Jewish sectarianism that defined his grandfather’s
Orthodoxy by following Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook82 in accepting secular Zionism and
Zionists as part of a larger political vision of a Torah state.
The difference between grandfather and grandson is summed up in Breuer’s claim
that “Judaism is not a religion of Law [Gesetzesreligion], but the Law (Gesetz) as
such.”83 For Breuer, there is nothing outside of the law because the law as such rejects
any notion of religion and secular politics.84 Whereas Hirsch’s movement from politics
to law affirms the modern Rechtstaat as well as the modern categories of law and
religion, Breuer’s move from law back to politics is an attempt to overcome the
categories of religion and any notion of the Rechtstaat.85
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In conclusion, I suggested above that Hirsch’s Orthodox conception of law is
subject to the exact same conceptual weakness as legal positivism: the twin threats of
political power and morality. Bracketing the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948
and the subsequent complicated relationship between ultra-orthodoxy and religious
Zionism since then, we see that Hirsch’s concept of law already led, in the thought of his
grandson, to the return of political theology that Schmitt claims follows from the
breakdown of liberal accounts of law.86 The movement from grandfather to grandson is
already a movement away from the theologico-political predicament of modernity toward
political theology, in which, to paraphrase Schmitt, all political concepts are theological.
None of this is to equate Breuer with Schmitt but only to point out that what the concept
of law in modern Jewish thought shows is not the undisrupted link between the present
and the past but the very political problem of Jewish modernity.
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Theory, ed. Robert P. George (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984, p. 334). By politics Raz means
more specifically democratic institutions. This is a problem for Weinrib because he does indeed claim that
formalism accounts for democratic institutions. But it is not a problem for Breuer and in fact it is exactly
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